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About This Game

What happens if young and promising, but really wayward king dies in an accident? Distant relatives start strifes, trying to claim
a free throne, kingdom plunges into chaos and Death, which was about to go to the vacation, goes mad because of the amount of
work. Is there a way to fix everything? Making a deal with Death and becoming almost immortal while trying to get your castle

back in exchange for some spoils of war sounds totally legit!

Features:

Sweet heartwarming pixel art

40 levels of adventure in four bright and explorable zones

Secrets and hidden paths: look for obscure locations and meet different characters, who might need your help

Money rules the world? Collect gold and find merchants, who can appear on different levels in order to bargain for
powerful assets
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Title: Reroll: Back to the throne
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Chess no choke games
Publisher:
Chess no choke games
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win Xp, Vista, 7 or higher

Processor: 1Ghz or faster

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: Any

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,French,German,Russian,Polish,Ukrainian
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Game which i don't recommend, you spend more time dying than playing it and it is a very short game.. Nice little basic 2D
platformer.. Very poorly designed game;
No variety in level enemies, just reskin (weak flying, weak ground, back only ground, shooting totem)
Artificial difficulty, the only challenge the game has. (No UP attack meaning when you have to go up through Bats, just have to
take it as slowly as possible)
Poor boss designs (single attack, no change ups)
Poor level design (3 leaps of faith in the first area alone, stop counting after that)
Levels up can be brought but only 2 exsist, increase health total, or increase health.
NO SAVE FEATURE, so all those Increased health you get through the game, unless you are doing a single play through do not
carry over.
(Full review to follow, just thought Id get this up)

Full Review:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/9EDQahLYHf0. Just like dark souls!
But really, this game is awesome. Nice atmosphere, graphics and music.
Please make sure to check it out guys. I like it.. \udb40\udc21. its like dark souls but actually hard
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